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This S<lndgreen is connected with a 25 6-yard fairw<lY, a slight dog-leg which may be reached with a strong tee shot, but demands utmost accuracy
because of deep water which flanks the green on the left and back, and long grass on the right.
This green is equipped with sand green cups and
steel flagstaffs. Notice players practicing with flagstaff in place.
If oiled sand is used frecly when greens are constructed they should be good for at least twelve months without adding more sand. The sand should
be baked, screened, and well-oiled before applying on green. If greens show too much oil, sprinkle dry sand over them and use a light roller. You
can have <l fast green or slow green regulated by adding oil or sand.

SAND

greens have made a rapid growth here
within the past two years and I have done a great
deal of work constructing
them during the last ten
years. It was at the Chickasha Country Club that
I constructed
my first sand greens, this being the
oldest course in the county.
They are still using
sand greens.
Two years ago I designed and constructed a ninehole sand green course one mile west of Chickasha,
on the Hill estate which is now being converted
into an eighteen-hole grass green municipal course,
known as the Hill Golf Course.
Last April I began constructing
a nine-hole sand
green course five miles southeast of Chickasha.
This course, just off the highway is known as the
Meadowlake Golf Course and is noted for its wonderful hazards, both natural and artificial.
The
better golfers appreciate playing on it that they
might show their skill with their different clubs.
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I also constructed sand greens for three miniature courses last summer.
A nine-hole course is
now being constructed near the Oklahoma College
for \Vomen. It is being built especially for the o.
C. \V. girls. These four golf courses have been
equipped with my sand green golf cups and steel
flagstaffs which have proven very satisfactory.
I notice that a number of the miniature courses
are not using regulation cups. I would suggest that
any greenkeeper who recommends or constructs
practice courses of any kind insist on regulation
cu ps being used. Of course, some of the Tom
Thumb greens are so small that when a regulation
cup is placed in them there is no putt left.
In the December issue of the NATIONAL GREENKEEPER I became very interested in Mr. Henderson's story and suggestions dealing with practice
golf courses. I had already planned to make a driving course and was wondering how I might arrange
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some other practice shots in connection with it but
since I read Mr. Henderson's suggestions on the
pitch and putt course I decided just to reverse the
situation and build the driving course in connection
with it. I believe most every club or club member
would appreciate having a practice course of this
kind. As a rule, practicing on the golf course is not
satisfactory, especially when match plays are being
played.
I should be glad to furnish free to any member of
the N. A. G. A. any information concerning the
construction and maintenance of sand greens.

THE NEW IMPROVED SOILSLINGER
COMPOST l\'IIXER

ONLY

$150.00

The Beardsley & Piper Co.
254.3No. Keeler AVt~.

Chi(:ugo

The Soilslinger ideally combines
new compost mixing e:hciency
with low cost.
It thoroughly
cuts, bre.lks. mixes and aerates
compost, and delivers a perfectly
blended compost into a fluffy pile
or windrow.
Simple design and oper~t:onfew parts-nothing
to wear out
-special design ot cutter bhdes
improves mixing and aer.lting of
materials-h.lOdles moist or dry
material - no clogging - ample
capacity-light
weight for easy
moving-any
type of powerlow cost.
The Soilslinger is a wonderful time
and L,bor saver for the gr,enkeeper
o. gardener. It is just as e.licient
as larger u 1its and costs much less.
Write for descriptive bulletin (3-' prices

NO.2 GREEN-299
This sand green
of having it stick.

is on a knoll and affords
A trap has been placed

This is a typical
player to hole out

sand
from

a chance for a possible
to the right and back

green surrounded
with a good
off the green with less danger
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A Real Foundation Fertilizer
for Golf Courses
This new OHGANIC Plant Food has been developed by plantsmen for the specific purpose
of feeding grasses or plants low' at the r:o~ts,
promoting, as well as, inducing deep long rootaction, thereby, building a thick sod and consequently a very dense growth. In general its
action is similar to that of rotted cow-manure.
It is not a by-product turned into a stimulant,
but developed to produce sturdy growth, reduci!1g up-keep costs to a minimum.
It does not contain any filler (is all pure Plant
Food).
It saves on the quantity applied.
It is a one-application-a-year
Plant Food as it
lasts from twelve to sixteen months.
It docs not burn, and can be applied at any
time under all conditions.
Being organic, results are the same on all soils.
Complete information may be had by writing
to the manufacturers,
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three in that the ball can be pitched
to catch the long shot.
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